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• Throughout most of the South Carolina history, marriage has been a
family matter. In the Colonial period, social conventions decreed that
'barental consent to marriage was necessary and that it was desirable that
all relatives approve. Fathers and older brothers were expected to protect
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Newspapers frequently printed the marriage terms. About Susannah
vBMBPS Rx, rKpni-QiiiWSeabrook, the South Carolina Gazette said she was "endowed with all
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,  . , an Anglican minister. In that year, a Presbyterian, or Dissenter, minister,
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ment by law of the Presbyterian Church with the Anglican. Stobo presented
his case so skillfully that no Dissenter marriage was ever declared void by a
governor or the Assembly. Stobo, in effect, broke the Anglican monopoly in
collecting marriage fees.
Marriages were frequent. Three or more marriages were not at all

unusual. In 1722, the South Carolina Gazette reported in James Postell's
obituary that he had buried four wives and left a fifth. Col. Thomas Ferguson
was married five times and had 27 children.

Col. Charles Pinckney was a widower for only three months when he
married young Eliza Lucas. This caused Charles Town tongues to wag.
Remarriages of less than a year were thought to be hasty and generally
required some explaining on the part of those who so hastily took up new ties.
A marriage contract might establish terms for property held at the time of

the marriage. For brides and grooms with adult children, there were often
clauses that set aside certain amounts to the children of former marriages,
Or, one of the parties might reserve his property for his sole use during his
lifetime and allow the property to descend to the marriage partner only at
death. All of this, of course, occurred before there were inheritance or in
come taxes. T 1 j
Legal arrangements were sometimes made to dissolve a mamage. in old

courthouse documents one might come across a "Release from the Bond of
Marriage." By mutual agreement, the property would be assigned and each
party would give to the other the freedom to marry again. This occurred in a
state that absolutely forbade divorce.

Visitors from the North frequently remarked upon the degree of domestic
unhappiness they observed among the members of the upper levels of South
Carolina society. Fortune-seeking and social climbing were usually cited as
the causes.

Woe unto the lover who promised and was unfaithful. The transgressions
were likely to be printed in the South Carolina Gazette. In 1768, a spinster,
Elizabeth Elliott of Charles Town, filed suit in the Court of Ordinary against
Uz. Rogers being "joined in the Holy State of Matrimony" to any other
woman until Elizabeth could be heard.

Colonial newspapers are a rich source of information on marriage.
Besides reports of weddings, marriage settlements and voluntary
separations, one can find informative advertisements. A husband or wife
would announce that he or she would hot be responsible for the debts of the
other Numerous accusatory announcements were niade to the effect that
the spouse was "undutiful," "naughty," "disaffectionate," or "indiscrete."

While the newspapers and court cases reveal a great deal about marital
discord, the literature of the Colonial period, nevertheless, indicates that the
institution of marriage was held in the highest regard by South Carolinians.


